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Designed to Look Just
Like the Headsets
NFL® Coaches Wear
It's bold. It's high-tech. And it stands out
in the crowd. This lightweight, single-muff
headset takes its styling cue from the
famous Motorola NFL® headset worn by
coaches at football stadiums around the
NFL®.

Ergonomically-designed for all-day
comfort, it's ideal for sports and special
events. Includes noise reducing boom
microphone and in-line push-to-talk.
Large Motorola logo adds to the sporty
appearance. For SP50, P1225, CT250,
CT450 and GP300 radios.
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NFL® Style Lightweight Headset

Ergonomically
Designed for 
Comfort

It’s Ideal for Sporting and 
Special Events
This lightweight, single-muff headset is ideal for sports and
special events. It’s designed to look like the headsets NFL®

coaches wear, and includes noise reducing boom microphone
and in-line push-to-talk. Large Motorola logo adds a stylish
appearance. For SP50, P1225, CT250, CT450 and GP300
radios.
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This lightweight, single muff
headset takes its styling cue from
the famous Motorola headset
worn by league professionals like
the Oakland Raiders’ Jon Gruden
in football stadiums around the
country.

Actual headset used by the NFL®

is not available to consumers.
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